A. C. PILOT WIRE CHECKING RELAY FOR TWO WAY TRANSFER TRIP

TYPE BBA99AB001E

INTRODUCTION

This supplement in addition to GEK-34059 constitutes the instruction for type BBA99AB001E relay.

DESCRIPTION

Special relay BBA99AB001E is similar to relay BBA11B except as follows:

1. The internal connections are as shown in Fig. 1 of this supplement.

2. The trip unit pickup is 5 milliampere D.G.
HIGH VOLTAGE STUDS (28 & 29) PROJECT THRU REAR OF CASE. LEADS & BUSHINGS MUST BE REMOVED FROM STUDS 28 & 29 BEFORE CRADLE CAN BE WITHDRAWN.

Fig. 1 (0257A8352-0) Fig. 1 Internal connections diagram for the BBA99AB(-) Relay